A word from the guest editor

I would like to express my deep gratitude to the Editorial Board of the Medical Journal Sanamed, especially the Chief Editor Avdo Ceranic and the Deputy Editor Dzemail Detanac for giving me the privilege of inviting me to be a Guest Editor of July’s issue. I would also like to acknowledge the high professionalism of the whole Editorial Board of Sanamed in proposing inspiring ideas, as well as, having considerable skills in finalizing the manuscripts for publication in this project.

Hereby, I would like to express my appreciation for Sanamed’s expanding initiative, which allows promoting, as well as, sharing the professional and scientific knowledge of medicine.

I hope that I have successfully accomplished my task, as Guest Editor, in promoting Sanamed as a Medical Journal both in my midst and internationally. I had a special privilege to encourage colleagues, physicians, researchers and alumni from our Alma mater, the Medical Faculty of the University “Svs Cyril and Methodius” in Skopje, to submit their papers, which provided a wide spectrum of interesting and intriguing contents for the Journal’s audience. The following disciplines have been included: human genetics, neurology, psychiatry, cardiology, gastroenterohepatology, traumatology, gynecology and obstetrics, orthopedics. The communication with authors was in appropriate manner and the relation provided by the Guest Editor of the Editorial Board was supportive and very cooperative. I also hope that Editorial Board shares the authors’ pleasure of the mutual collaboration. After the preparation period of the current Sanamed issue, collaborators and myself, are profoundly satisfied that we have already joined the international group of authors, who have been contributing to the same cause - publishing in this Journal. At last, I would like to emphasize the benefit, that doctors, professionals and scientists from Macedonia, will have by taking part in such impressive and inspiring scientific project.

I owe my compliments to the Doctors Society of Novi Pazar, that did both the initiation and the foundation, as well as, the prosperous persistence of Medical Journal Sanamed.

Regards,

Kostandina Korneti Pekevska, MD PhD
Full Professor of Anatomy
Medical Faculty
University “Svs Cyril and Methodius”
(Svv. Kiril i Metodij)
Skopje, Republic of Macedonia